The ATLAS offline code management system is the powerful, flexible framework for processing 
24
The paper reports the status of Jenkins integration with the ATLAS Nightly System as well as 25 short and long term plans for the incorporation of CI practices. 
ATLAS CI Incorporation Program

89
The current workflow system is based on 24-hour nightly releases cycle and deals with many 
CTest
101
CTest is a unit test framework distributed as a part of CMake. It is used extensively in the 102 ATLAS offline code to set up unit tests for the software which can be run conveniently to check 103 the success of an integration attempt.
104
Tests can be assigned labels. Since running every single test in the offline software takes 105 many hours even on a fast machine, only a fraction of the tests will be labeled to run as part 106 of CI. It is also under evaluation to develop a system that would allow us to run all of the tests 107 defined for the packages for which some build operation took place as part of the CI attempt.
108
Such system allows to get finer grained results for the part of the code that was most affected 109 by the update in question. 
CPack
111
CPack is a powerful, easy to use, cross-platform software packaging tool distributed with CMake.
112
The new CMake based build system of ATLAS makes use of it to build RPM packages of the 113 software that can be installed very conveniently, with just a single command.
114
RPMs generated from the full offline build are stored on CERN's EOS system, and served 
